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Bicycles Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

1. Which company does not produce bicycles?

Uplift

Yamaha

BMW

2. Which city is also known as the bicycle capital of Europe?

Copenhagen

Amsterdam

Berlin

3. Which of the following is not a bicycle part?

A break lever

A stem

A ball pin

4. What is the discipline of cycle sport in which rider has to pass through obstacles without touching the
ground with his feet called?

Observed trials

XC cycling

DH cycling

5. What helps the best in case of inability to loosen a stuck bolt or nut?

A hammer

WD-40

A bigger wrench and strong hands

6. What is the trick when a rider jumps over an obstacle at full speed called?

Bunny-hop

Rail-up
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Up-and-Down

7. What is the riding on the bicycle’s back wheel called?

Tailwhip

Goat

Wheely

8. When was the bicycle invented?

1901

1797

1817

9. Who invented the bicycle?

Karl Benz

Thomas Edison

Karl Drais
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Bicycles Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Which company does not produce bicycles?
  Uplift
  2. Which city is also known as the bicycle capital of Europe?
  Amsterdam
  3. Which of the following is not a bicycle part?
  A ball pin
  4. What is the discipline of cycle sport in which rider has to pass through obstacles without touching
the ground with his feet called?
  Observed trials
  5. What helps the best in case of inability to loosen a stuck bolt or nut?
  WD-40
  6. What is the trick when a rider jumps over an obstacle at full speed called?
  Bunny-hop
  7. What is the riding on the bicycle’s back wheel called?
  Wheely
  8. When was the bicycle invented?
  1817
  9. Who invented the bicycle?
  Karl Drais
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